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ABSTRACT Digital libraries, such as conference papers, journal documents, books and thesis, research
patents, and experiments generate a vast amount of data, named as, Scholarly Big Data. It covers scholarly related
information for both researcher’s perspective as well as publisher’s perspective, such as academic activities,
author’s demography, academic social networks, etc. The relationships among Big Scholarly Data can be worthy
of solving researcher as well as journal related concerns, if they are prudently treated to extract knowledge.
The best approach to efficiently process these relationships is the graph. However, with the rapid growth in the
number of digital articles by various libraries, the relationships raise exponentially, generating large graphs, which
have become increasingly challenging to be handled in order to analyze scholarly information. On the other hand,
many researchers and publishers/journals have severe concerns about the ranking control mechanisms and the
consideration of quantity rather than quality. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed graph-based mechanisms to
perform four critical decisions that are the need of the today’s scholarly community. To improve the quality of the
article, we proposed a mechanism for selecting and recommending suitable reviewers for a submitted paper based
on researchers’ expertise and their popularity in that particular field while avoiding conflict of interest. Also, due
to shortcomings in the existing journal ranking approaches, we also designed a journal ranking mechanism
including its new impact factor and relative ranking by using a modified version of traditional page ranking
algorithm and excluding self-authors citations as well as self-journal citations. Similarly, researchers ranking is
also important for various motives that is calculated based on the expert’s field, citation count, and a number
of publications while avoiding any loophole to increase the ranking such as, self-citations and wrong citations.
Also, to efficiently process big graphs generated by a massive number of scholarly related relationships, we pro-
posed an architecture that uses the parallel processing mechanism of the Hadoop ecosystem over the real-time
analysis approach of Apache Spark with GraphX. Finally, the efficiency of the proposed system is evaluated in
terms of processing time and throughput while implementing the designed decisionmechanisms.

INDEX TERMS Big scholarly data, big graph, hadoop, apache spark, impact factor, journal and conference
ranking

I. INTRODUCTION

Science advances dramatically during the century. Scientists
around the world are in a search of finding scientific answers

to all the problems. Their quest primarily ends in the form of
research articles. These facts and findings are shared with the
world. The internet provides a good platform to share technical
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details about the research and the results. Many societies, jour-
nal and other venues are ready to publish research articles.
With the addition to this, researchers have their ownweb pages
to share briefed technical detail about their research. Thus, the
volume of this research data is increasing day by day. Because
of ever increasing volume of research articles, a new term Big
Scholarly Data (BSD) is now evolving. The 3Vs of big data
(Volume, velocity & Variety) make this point stronger than
ever that scholarly data is now big scholarly data. According
to an article published in 2014 [1], 114 million research
articles are now on the internet and adding up more at the
speed of tens of thousands every day that confirms high vol-
ume and velocity of scholarly data [2]. Third “V” of big data
is the variety of relationships among scholarly data, making it
harder to analyze.
The issues related to big data, i.e., data management and

analysis are also associated with BSD. Searching any docu-
ment in the flood of data is not easy, which is a hectic job.
This situation arises the need of a new analysis system that
can perform scientific methods and algorithms on BSD.
In current scenario, the content, social, and statistical analysis
are being used to analyze big scholarly data. Information
like author relationships, common citations, finding domain
expert etc., can be found by analyzing BSD. The reputations
of the domain expert can also be analyzed by keeping some
metrics and analyzing them accordingly. This information is
not only limited to finding highest cited papers or authors but
can also be used for future planning like resource allocating,
finding suitable platform for publishing articles, and finding
good sources for research.
Analyzing BSD provides variety of information about

scholars, journals, and their interaction to one-another and to
other institutions. However, still a very limited research
work has been done in this area. The main factor for such
ignorance might be the unavailability of tools and techniques
which can efficiently analyze big scholarly data. But, as new
tools and techniques are now introducing, research can focus
on BSD and can produce better results to understand facts
about scholars, journals, and other research institutions. One
of the best ways could be representing BSD in the graph.
With the help of the graph, it might be easy to understand the
relationship between certain entities. However, generating a
graph for big data is itself not an easy task. Special tools and
techniques are required.
A tool like Hadoop provides a platform that makes big

data analysis bit easy. Information about impact factor, cita-
tion and finding domain expert can be derived after analyzing
BSD with tools like Hadoop. Conversely, there are certain
limitation in such scholarly measurements that make them
unreliable. The main metric that is normally used to find rep-
utation of a journal or an author is the journal Impact factor.
The impact factor is derived from the statistical analysis of
number citation of the research article and their impact on
the research community [3]. Such metrics are commonly
used [4] and few of them are more recent [5]. AS most
of these metrics heavily rely on statistical analysis of the

number of citations while neglecting the fact that the author
can self-cite to gain more reputation. This scenario is now
under the consideration by the research community to find a
way to solve such problem scientifically.
Also, finding the domain expert to review the research article

is also under debate. There are many scientific and academic
procedures involved while publishing the research article [6].
Mainly, the paper is forwarded to the reviewer to give com-
ments on its quality. Main problem in this process if to find the
domain expert who can provide critical reviews according to
the COPE Ethical Guidelines for Peer reviewer [7]. In addition
to this American Geophysical Union (AGU) also include a
summary of Scientific Integrity and Professional Ethics (SIPE)
document on their website [7]. Many such ethical issues are
also described by the Wijnholds and his companions [8].
Others related to user experience (QoE) and delay in media
cloud is exploited by Liang Zhou [9], [10]. One of the critical
points in research article publication is to find the appropriate
reviewers which is often neglected by the editors, as sometimes
it is hard to find domain expert from scholarly data.
Therefore, In order to cater the above-mentioned challenges

faced by the research community, in this paper, we are propos-
ing graph-based mechanisms to find out the answers to four
critical questions that are raised by all research entities.
We proposed a procedure to select and recommend suitable
reviewers for a submitted research article based on research-
ers’ expertise and their reputation in particular domain while
avoiding conflict of interest. We also propose a mechanism to
evaluate new impact factor and relative ranking by using a
modified version of traditional page ranking algorithm while
eliminating self-author citations along with the self-journal
citations. Assigning ranks and finding researchers’ reputation
is also important to various motives. These are calculated on
the basis of expert’s domain, number of citations, and a num-
ber of publications while eliminating any loophole that can
affect the ranking process such as, self-citations and wrong
citations. As big graphs are complicated to process, we are
proposing to analyze these big graphs generated by a huge
number of scholarly related relationships with parallel proc-
essing mechanism of Hadoop ecosystem along with the real-
time analysis approach from Apache Spark with GraphX.
To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed system, we consid-
ered processing time and throughput.
The Rest of the paper described the whole mechanism in

detail. The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
the background knowledge and exiting work done in the
related field. Section III shows how the big scholarly data is
represented in graphs to get valuable knowledge efficiently.
Section IV described the proposed architecture that have the
ability to process huge size of scholarly data in the form
of graphs. Whereas, section V proposed various algorithms
to find out the new impact factor, journal’s ranking and
researcher’s ranking, expert reviewer selection, and conflict
of interest. Finally, the proposed approach is implemented
and evaluated, which is described in section VI. Section VII
concluded the article.
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK

The concept of graph theory can be exploited to analyze big
scholarly data. Graph’s nodes and edges can represent rela-
tions among the scholars and journals. By analyzing BSD,
finding domain expert should be easy and can ensure that
research article sent to an expert that is somehow related to
the authors. As an example, if we want to find a relation
between author and coauthors, the graph can represent such
relationships. Same scenario works in social networks and
transportation [11]–[14]. Like, if we want to find who like
your Facebook account or post, the graph can reveal relation-
ship for future analysis. Analyzing social network can reveal
information about the group or set of groups that have some
common goals. A researcher by analyzing social network
data (Facebook, Twitter) is trying to visualize the relation-
ship information among the users [15]. In social network
domain, researchers [16] discussed the graph network elabo-
rating the degree of distribution, shapes, and some other
characteristics using different color schemes. Michael Ley
[17] analyzed DBLP dataset to find out various scenarios
like the relation of different research institutes, Relationship
of an institute within the country, Relationship of researcher
and institute outside the country etc.
Citations relation is the key point while calculating impact

factor for the journals [18] and ranking research scholars.
H-index is an example of such analysis tool [4]. This citation
analysis can also be used for ranking universities and other
research institutions [19]. Organizations like Scopus, Google
and Citeseer utilizes the citation count to rank the research
scholar and documents [20], [21]. Some authors highlighted
the advantages of in-text citations. Few researchers [22] ana-
lyze the relevancy by extracting citation symbols in a differ-
ent section of the article. Similarly, others [23], [24] analyze
research article by author and co-author relation and also
with the position of the author in a different research article.
Boyack et al. [25] take it to one step further and analyze the
research article on the basis of patterns made by citation sym-
bols. Research article’s classification into sentiment positive
and sentiment negative on the basis of in-text citation is elab-
orate by Butt et al. [26]. To predict future citation, CiteRank
[27] is proposed which integrate publishing time into the ran-
dom walk model. CiteRank is not that popular because it
simply uses citation or publication time to predict future cita-
tion. To overcome such concern, Sayyadi and Getoor [28]
propose a “FutureRank” model. FutureRank encompasses
the properties of CiteRank and also consider citation and
author reputation. Like FutureRank model result in high
ranking if the author has already published in the high-
ranked journal. P-Rank [29] consider some metrics of cita-
tions, journal reputation, Author reputation and time infor-
mation and generate the heterogeneous scholarly network to
find the research document impact. Wang et al. [30] consider
author reputation, citation, journal reputation and time infor-
mation to find the research document impact.
As scholarly data is increasing day by day, need of new

tools and techniques arises to analyze BSD in new ways

[31]. ISI impact factor, H-Index and CP & CPP are three
popular groups which rank the impact of research articles.
The bibliometric indicators are available over the internet to
find the rank of the journals and research documents via
search engines, for example, Web of Science (WOS), Google
Scholar and Scopus. These search engines do not require cal-
culations [5]. CPP calculate impact by taking an average of a
number of citations in the document and then generating the
result as the average impact of the journal. CPP is calculated
by dividing the total number of citations (C) by the total
number of articles (P) while neglecting differences in the
number of articles published per year. The Hirsch Index
(H-index) based on the impact of the author. In H-index,
author’s impact is based on citations. As the value of
H-index goes high, the impact of the author goes higher in
research society. With the time h-index also evolved,
and new variants were introduced [32]–[34] time to time.
One of the examples is H-Spectrum that is also an indicator
of the impact for a research scholar.
Here impact is the capacity of the author to produce impact

articles. H-Spectrum can be defined as the distribution of
h-indexes for a specific journal in given time for author and
co-author [5]. Braun et al. [33] proposed another technique
by using H-Spectrum but instead of impact factor, they used
“mean citedness” that is identical to CPP. Impact factor uses
time frame to calculate impact of a specific journal. Like to
calculate impact factor for a given journal we have to con-
sider the average number of citations received by the articles
in journals in past two years by total number of articles pub-
lished in the specific year [35]. There is a misuse of impact
factor [36] if it is generalized with dominancy of publishing
journals to the single research document, Events or program
or even on the basis of discipline included in the publishing
journal. It is not necessary that if the publishing journal has a
higher impact factor, then author publishing in that journal
also has a higher impact factor than other journals or authors.
Thomson Reuters calculate and report the impact factor
in their annual journal citation report (JRC) for only “ISI-
Indexed” by the WoS [37].

III. SCHOLARLY DATA REPRESENTATION USING

GRAPHS

As we know, the graphs are the best way to represent any
relationship between two entities (such as authors, journals,
publishers, articles etc.). The relationships between scholarly
entities can better be represented by several graphs, such as
author and coauthor relationship, journal to journal citation
relationship, author to author citation relationship, author
to organization relationship, author to journal relationship,
authors to their fields relationship, etc., as shown in Figure 1.
These scholarly relationships graph can be used to make any
decision related to scholarly entities, such as recommending
reviewers based on his field and experience, ranking journals,
authors, publishers, etc. In this section, we are describing
what scholarly relationships we have used while representing
them in the graph to make related decisions, such as finding
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journals ranking, new impact factor, researcher ranking, and
expert reviewers with no conflict of interest.
First, we have used the relationship among all authors in

term of citations. Figure 1A shows the relationship in the
form of a directed graph (called author-author citation rela-
tionship graph-AACR). The weight of the graph represents
the number of citations that author A made for author B for
all of their publications. For instance, if the weight of the
edge Ai ! Aj is 20 then it means, in all articles of Ai,
author Ai cited 20 times the articles of author Aj. The more
is the number, the stronger is the relationship, which shows
both authors are from the same field.
It also shows which author is dominating its inDegree and

outDegree towards the corresponding author. The loop on a
particular node Ai shows that author Ai cited its own paper
either belonging to the same journal or the different one. the
weight of the loop shows the number of times author Ai self-
cited himself. Which such relationships, we can identify the
popular community in the given field. Also, we can find out
the most reputed and expert authors by ranking authors in
that field. This can be useful for finding suitable reviewers
based on their expertise and rank while excluding self-cita-
tions and friends’ citations.
Next, the citation relationship among journals is used as

depicted as a graph (called journal-journal citation relation-
ship graph-JJCR) in Figure 1B. The nodes are journals,
whereas the directed edges Ji ! Jk show that the journal Ji
cited journal Jk. The weight Wik on edge Ji ! Jk describes

the total number of papers the journal Ji cited from Jk. The
weighted loop ðWiÞ on any node Ji shows, all the articles in
Ji cited Wi number of articles from same journal Ji. This rela-
tionship graph is helpful while working with authors’ citation
relationship graph to find the journal ranking while avoiding
self-journal and self-author citations. Moreover, the publica-
tion relationship between authors and journals, as shown in
Figure 1C, can be helpful in finding journal ranking. At the
time of journal ranking calculation, with this author-journal
publication relationship graph (called author-journal publica-
tion relationship graph-AJPR). The weight Wik (author Ai

published Wik number of articles in journal Jk) can be used
to predict the self-author citations made by author Ai for his
own papers in other journals; journal ranking mechanism
would be described in detail in Section V.
The author coauthor relationship (ACoR) presented in

Figure 1D, are used to make active authors community set
for a particular field. In this relationship graph, the weight
Wij gives a number representing total articles in which the
author Aj is coauthor with Ai. Unlike other graphs, this graph
does not have any kind of loop on author node Ai (as the
author cannot be a coauthor of himself). With the prudent
use of this relationship graph, we can make many scholarly
data related decisions, such as identifying the strongly
co-bounded authors and suitable reviewers while avoiding
conflict of interest.
Moreover, sometimes the organization, place, or project

information is required where the researchers are working.

FIGURE 1. Relationship graphs among scholarly entities.
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This type of information might be useful for conflict avoid-
ance while assigning reviewers or it can be used to avoid
self-organization citations (even though it is not serious
concern of the scholarly community). For these use cases,
we built a bipartite author-organization relationship graph
(AOPR) as shown in Figure 1E. This graph tracks the
record of each author by its weight while storing the num-
ber of publications author Ai published while working at
Oj. We create another bipartite graph that we have used to
show the authors and their corresponding fields. The fields
are taken from the author’s papers by extracting the key-
words from the title as well as from the keywords section.
The hashes of the keywords are taken to store the keywords
as nodes to make the searching and processing mechanism
optimal. The weight Wik on Ai ! HðkjÞ is the number of
times the author Ai used keyword Kj in his paper title or as
a keyword. We use this relationship graph (called authors-
keywords relationship graph-AKwR), shown in Figure 1F,
in reviewer selection, author’s ranking, and article search-
ing in a particular field.

IV. PROPOSED BIG SCHOLARLY GRAPH PROCESSING

ARCHITECTURE

A simple graph processing can be done with any tool. On the
other hand, when we talk about big scholarly data, it gener-
ates big graph, which is quite challenging to be processed by
traditional tools and techniques. Thus, to handle big schol-
arly graphs efficiently, we proposed a big graph processing
architecture that takes the data from various publishers and
repositories and executes various algorithms on that data for
scholarly related decision making, as depicted in Figure 2.
The proposed system architecture is composed of layers, i.e.,
data source layer, graph building layer, graph processing
layer, interpretation and decision-making layer, and services
and application layer. Each of the layers is distinctive in its
functionalities. The top one is the data source layer, which
does data aggregation from various publishers, such as IEEE,
ACM, Elsevier, Google Scholar, IGI global, IET publishers,
and other repositories such as Microsoft Academic Graph

[38]. This data is in the form of text, articles, tables, or any
other structural form. The real-time scholarly data is also
aggregated through Microsoft Cognitive Services Academic
Knowledge API [38] from the weekly updating Microsoft
Academic Graph repository.
The graph building layer is one of the primary layers of the

system, which generates and updates the graphs by taking the
incoming data from the data sources. Initially, it creates a new
graph, but at later stages, when it finds any new update
(through real-timeMicrosoft Academic Graph), it just updates
the graph by either adding a new node, new edge or updating
the weight on an edge. It uses an efficient searching mecha-
nism, which uses indexing to search particular edge to be
updated when required. Graph building layer also increases
the efficiency of the system by making the graph to be proc-
essed on multiple parallel data nodes simultaneously while
dividing the graph into various independent, mutually exclu-
sive parts/subgraphs through the use of Resilient Distributed
Datasets (RDD) and Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS).
The graph is divided into N subgraphs, i.e., G1;G2;

G3; . . . . . . ::;Gn, such that G1 \ G2 \ G3 \ . . . . . . :: \
Gn ¼ F, as shown in Figure 3. It is more efficient to divide
the graphs into subgraph using the cute vertices to achieve
high-speed parallelism. However, if the graph G does not
have any cut vertex, then it is hard to make various compo-
nents of the graph. The possible number of cuts in the graph
can be calculated as 1=2ð2n � 2Þ ¼ 2n�1 � 1 (where n is the
number of nodes).
Later, all of the independent subgraphs are sent to the

processing server, when processing is required. The proc-
essing of the graph is handled by the graph processing
layer, which has multiple parallel data nodes to process
each individual subgraph. Each of the Subgraph Gi is proc-
essed by a distinct data node. Each of the data nodes is

FIGURE 2. Proposed layered architecture for big scholarly graph

processing.

FIGURE 3. Division of big scholarly graphs into mutually exclusive

subgraphs for efficient processing.
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equipped with various graph algorithms that run based on
the user’s request and his needs. At this layer, every node
has one output corresponding to each subgraph by the given
graph algorithm. The results from all nodes are aggregated
for each of the main graph at next layer, i.e., Interpretation
and Decision-Making layer, where, after the aggregation,
the analyses are performed. Since the processing layer’s
output is in chunks and each chunk of the result corre-
sponds to one subgraph. Therefore, these chunks must be
aggregated for final analysis. Finally, at the last layer, the
decisions are made based on the analysis results. These
results can be journal rankings, new impact factor for each
journal, researchers ranking, optimized reviewer search,
etc. Overall, the Hadoop ecosystem with Apache Spark and
GraphX is used at three intermediate layers. The graphs are
generated from the data by using the Spark GraphX tool
with the ability of processing large graphs. We use Hadoop
ecosystem to achieve the parallel processing of the graph,
whereas Spark to perform real-time processing on the data.
Since MapReduce, the default programming mechanism of
Hadoop, is inefficient to process graphs. Therefore, GraphX
is the best option to achieve the efficiency while processing
graphs. GraphX uses Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) as
execution model with distributed system. GraphX also
has the vast library of graph processing algorithms. The
data is stored in the Hadoop Distributed file system (HDFS)
in the form of graphs. The general flow of overall informa-
tion processing is illustrated in Figure 4.

V. DECISION MAKING USING MULTILEVEL BIG

SCHOLARLY DATA

This section provides the details of graphical methods to use
the BSD to make a decision. Vital decisions that have consid-
ered are (1) expert reviewer selection and avoiding conflict of
interest, (2) author ranking computation based on a given
field as well as in general, (3) the journal new impact factor
(NIF) finding, (4) journal ranking computation. For each of
these decisions, we used the combination of graphs presented

in Section III to make one general multilevel graph, for
example, for perfect reviewer finding, we use 4 levels of the
graph. At the top level, author and corresponding keyword
relationship (AKWR) graph is used that is deployed to find
out the authors working on a particular field/keyword. Next
at one down level AKWR graph is connected with the
ACOR and AOAR graph. At this stage, all the conflicts of
interests are identified. The bottom level consists of AACR
graph. The analysis of AACR provides the selection of the
expert reviewer. Similarly, for researcher ranking AKWR,
AACR, ACOR graphs are used whereas, for journal ranking
and NIF finding, AACR, JJCR, and AJPR graphs are used in
multilevel.

A. PAGE RANK

Through the comparison among the entities such as, journals
and researchers, we find the key entity by using the modified
form of the PageRank algorithm. Page rank algorithm only
takes inDegree ðd�ðvÞÞ and outDegree (dþ(v)) of vertices V
while ranking any node. Since we are dealing with weighted
graph, the weight Wi on an edge A ! B considered as in
and out degrees as, ðdþðAÞÞ ¼ Wi andðd�ðBÞÞ ¼ Wi. For
example, if the weight of an edge is 5, it would be considered
5 times while calculating in and out degrees.

B. EXPERT REVIEWER SELECTION AND CONFLICT OF

INTEREST

As already disscussed, for reviewer selection and conflict of
interest (CoI) finding, we used the multilevel graphs that is
built by combining AKWR, ACOR, AACR, and AOAR
graphs. For any given paper title T and keywords K, we pro-
posed the algorithm 1 to find the expert reviewer among all
reviewers based on their expertise and fields. After identify-
ing the expert reviewer, the algorithm detects whether there
is any conflict of interest between the author and the selected
reviewers? It mainly considered the relationship strengths
among authors in all graphs. The procedure starts from
extracting the keywords from the given title T. Once the list
of the keywords (we can say that the field of research) are
identified, then the FingReviewer procedure is called to find
out all the potential reviewers in a detailed reviewer list
(RRL). While selecting the reviewers, initially, all the expert
reviewers are identified by matching the authors with the
corresponding keywords. If there is an edge from author Ai

to title keyword nodes h(K) and the weight of an edge is
higher than the particular threshold, then it means the author
Ai is an expert to the given field. Similarly, all the authors
are selected in the same fashion. Next, the subgraph of
AACR graph is generated by selecting all the nodes and
edges belongs to the related reviewer list (RRL). This sub-
graph is called related author citation graph (RACR). For
each researcher in RACR, his co-authors are identified
through the processing of ACOR graph. All the citations
from the co-authors and the self-citations are ignored in the
selected RACR subgraph, as it should not be considered in
finding the popularity of the reviewer.

FIGURE 4. Flow of big scholarly graph processing.
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Algorithm 1. Perfect Reviewer Finding and Conflict of
Interest

Input: AKwR, ACoR, AACR, AOAR Paper title T, Authors AL
Output: Reviewers list RL with not Conflict of Interest
Steps:
1. KWL[]: ¼ ExtractKeywors(T)
2. RRL: ¼ FindReviewer(AL, KWL[],AKwR, ACoR, AACR)
3. For all Authors Ai in AL and all Reviewers Ri in RRL
4. CoI: ¼ FindCoI(Ai, Ri, ACoR, AACR, AOAR)
5. LN: List of Neighbors

FindReviewer(A[], KWL[],AKwR, ACoR, AACR)

RRL : ¼ fðAi;WiÞjAi 2 AKwR L Ai ! HðKWL½�ÞL Wi :¼
weight ðAi ! HðKWL½�ÞÞ L Wi < �g
2. RACR :¼ SubGraphðRRL;AACRÞ
3. LOOP ForEach Author Ai in RACR Do.
4. CoALi: (Ai, ACoR)
5. RACR :¼ RACR� ExcludeðLoopOnðAiÞÞ
6. RACR :¼ RAACR� Exclude ðCoAL ! AiÞ
7. END ForEach LOOP
8. TempRanks ½� ¼ PageRankðRACRÞ
9. LOOP ForEach Author Ai in RACR Do.
10. RRL :¼ RRLþWi � TempRanks ½i�
11. END ForEach LOOP
12. Return RRL

FindCoI(A, R, ACoR, AOAR)

1. LoOA: ¼ OutDegreeNodes(A, AOAR)
2. LoOR: ¼ OutDegreeNodes(R, AOAR)
3. ForEach Element EA in LoOA and All element ER in LoOR

LOOP.
4. IF EA ¼¼ ER THEN
5. CoI :¼ True
6. Return CoI.
7. END IF
8. END LOOP
9. HopCount :¼ 1.
10. LN :¼ NeighborsðACoR;AÞ
11. IF HopCount < 1 THEN
12. CoI :¼ False
13. Return CoI
14. END IF
15. IF R 2 LN THEN
16. CoI :¼ True
17. Return CoI
18. END IF
19. IF (HopCount < ʆMaxHops) THEN
20. HopCount þþ
21. ForEach Node i in LN LOOP
22. Calculate Ci

23. END LOOP
24. LN :¼ Sort ðLN;CiÞ
25. Each Node i in LN PUSH(Stack[Top])
26. ELSE
27. HopCount- -
28. END IF-Else
29. Curr node :¼ PoPðStack½Top�Þ
30. LN :¼ NeighborsðACoR;Curr nodeÞ
31. Go To Step 11
32. END

Finally, the page rank algorithm is applied to find the tem-
porary popularity value for all researchers in RRL. In the
given field, if the researcher has more publications, the more
expertise he has in that field. Thus, finally, reviewers are
selected by multiplying the corresponding weight of AKWR
graph (as it reflects the number of publication an author has
in the given field) to the temporary popularity value. Once
the reviewers are finalized, the next phase is to find the con-
flict of interest (CoI) between the selected reviewers and
authors. The procedure reflected in the algorithm 1 is used to
find out the CoI. Basically, CoI is detected if and only if the
author and the reviewer belong to (or previously belongs to)
the same organization, or they have a healthy relationship
with each other in an author co-author relationship graph.
Two authors A and B have strong relationships with each
other if and only if they are farther from each other less than
ʆMaxHops edges. If they are closer than ʆMaxHops we assume
that they know each other, as they are co-author or they have
some mutual co-authors.
In finding the CoI (or searching any graph node), the navi-

gation/ walk is vital aspect to increase the efficiency of the
system. The shorter the walk in the process of searching a
node, the faster is the process. Thus, we used decentralized
searching mechanism to find a particular node with the
desired facility/data by contacting its own friends and friends
of its friends using its already built personal friendship net-
work. In the whole searching process, our aim is to reduce
the computational cost and select an optimal set of friend-
ships for next link selection. This is done by finding the clus-
ter coefficient of each neighbour node to identify where to
move or navigate. The clustering coefficient is calculated for
each neighbour node by Eq. 1 described by watts and stro-
gatz [39]. With the cluster coefficient Ci, the walk probably
flows through the edge which has more neighbours or more
links i.e., the higher Ci.

Ci : ¼ 2 � NEið Þ
NKi � NKi � 1ð Þ ; (1)

Where NKi is the total number of nodes directly connected
with node i and NEi represents the number of edges con-
nected to all neighbor i.

C. RESEARCHER RANKING

Researcher ranking is important for many reasons. When a
scholar or a scientist starts exploring a new research area to
find out the typical problems and their solutions, he must
discover active scientists who are working, already worked,
or popular in that field. Then, he goes for searching and
reading their research articles and projects. Thus, finding
the popularity and ranking the researchers is worthwhile to
compare scientists belonging to the same field, same career
duration, or same subject. Even it is good to compare
researchers who published in the similar journals. It can be
used for analyzing a focused snapshot of a scientist’s
outcomes.
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Therefore, various organizations come up with various
researchers’ ranking methods, such as h-index and h10-index.
H-index frequently used to rank the scientific productivity of
a researcher and its impact on the society. Also it can be a
measure to define journals rankings. The H-index takes the
number of total publications and their citations by others as
input to give a picture of a particular researcher’s perfor-
mance. For Instance, when an individual published 15 articles
and all of them does not have less than 15 citations, it means
its h-index is 15. However, significant problems with this
approach is that it does not consider self-author citations. Sim-
ilarly, all other researcher’s ranking measurements, including
i10-index do not consider journal self-citation (as journal cita-
tion is independent). Authors self-citations and the friend’s or
coauthors’ self-citation are loopholes in the existing author
ranking approaches as they raised a serious question on the
quality measure of all ranking approaches.
The proposed researcher ranking is described by pseudo-

code presented in algorithm 2. The basic idea of the proposed
researcher’s ranking is to consider all the citations of the
researcher. Also, it depends upon the popularity of the
researcher who cited the author whose ranking is to be identi-
fied. Moreover, the author collaborators are also identified
and all the self-authors citation and citations from the collab-
orators are excluded while finding the ranking of the author.
Algorithm 2 and algorithm 3 presents a step by step proce-
dure to calculate authors ranking based on the given field or
without any field respectively. In the algorithms, RAL repre-
sents the related researchers list, RAACR represents the
related author-author citation relationship graph (subgraph of
AACR graph), COAL represents the co-authors lists and �
represents the threshold for number of papers an author pub-
lished related to the given field (keyword).

Algorithm 2. Finding Researcher Ranks based on a given
keyword

Input: AACR, ACoR, AKwR, keyword K
Output: Researchers’ Ranks (RR)
Steps:
1. RAL :¼ fðAi;WiÞjAi 2 AKwR L Ai ! HðKÞLWi :¼

weightðAi ! HðKÞÞL Wi < �g
2. RAACR : ¼ SubGraph ðRAL; AACRÞ
3. LOOP ForEach Author Ai in RAACR Do.
4. CoALi: (Ai, ACoR)
5. RAACR: ¼ RAACR – Exclude(LoopOn(Ai))
6. RAACR: ¼ RAACR – Exclude (CoAL! Ai)
7. END ForEach LOOP
8. TempRanks ½� ¼ PageRankðRAACRÞ
9. LOOP ForEach Author Ai in RAACR Do.
10. RRi: ¼Wi � TempRanks ½i�
11. END ForEach LOOP
12 Return RR

D. JOURNAL NEW IMPACT FACTOR(NIF)

Journal impact factor is essential to check the reputation of
the journal. Numerous metrics are defined for journals

ranking and reputations based on citations they have.
Thomas Router is one of the most popular impact factor mea-
surement that uses the number of total citation and the
number of total publications. Also, Eigenfactor is another
measurement that also considers the number of citations, but
gives more weight to citations from reputed journal and less
weight to the low ranked journals citations. The more weight
for highly ranked journal contributes extra to the eigenvector
as compare to the low quality journals. Furthermore, the one
called SCImago Journal Rank is a metric for scholarly jour-
nals to measure the their scientific influence by considering
both total number of journal’s citations and the number of
citations coming from high ranked journals. Whereas, Alt-
metrics rates journals by the overall references posted on aca-
demic social media sites [40].

Algorithm 3. Finding overall Researcher Ranks

Input: AACR, ACoR
Output: Ranks
Steps:
1. LOOP ForEach Author Ai in AACR Do.
4. CoALi: (Ai, ACoR)
5. TemGraph :¼ AACR� ExcludeðLoopOnðAiÞÞ
6. TemGraph :¼ TemGraph� Exclude ðCoAL ! AiÞ
7. END ForEach LOOP
8. RR ¼ PageRankðTemGraphÞ
12. Return RR

Even though actual impact factor measurements exclude
journal self-citations, but still there are flaws in the techni-
ques. These days, some authors self-cite his own papers
from other journals, even though papers are not related.
Moreover, few other researchers also cite their friends and
collaborator’s papers. These flaws affect the quality of the
journal and these citations should not be counted while
measuring the impact factor. In our new impact factor
finding technique, we avoid all of such flaws by using the
probabilistic measures and multilevel graph constructed
from AACR, JJCR, and ACOR graphs. We avoided self-
journal citations, self-authors citation, and collaborators
and friends’ citations. We Identified the probability of
self-author citation (PR (SC)) by Eq. 2 that provides the
estimation that how much is the probability that a citation
is a self-author citation (an author cited his own paper
(can be from another journal)).

PR SCð Þ ¼ TASC

TC
(2)

Where TASC is total authors self-citations, and TC is the
Total Citation count. TASC can be measured using AACR
graph. Whereas, TC can be calculated from JJCR or AACR.
Next from the self-citation probability PR(SC), we predict

the number of possible author Self-citations in a particular
journal K (ASCJ). The Eq. 3 give the estimation of ASCJ for
any journal K.
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ASCJK ¼
XNAJ
i¼0

NPi � No: of :Loops On Ai;AACRð Þ þ PR SCð Þð Þ;

(3)

Where NPi is the number of publications of an author Ai in
the journal JK. NAJ is the number of authors who published
in the journal JK. No: of : SelfCitation(Ai) is the function to
calculate the number of self-authors citation.
Finally the new impact factor of Journal K (NIFK) is cal-

culated by Eq. 4 by excluding any type of self-citations.

NIFK ¼ TJCK � ðTJSCK þ SACJKÞ
TJKP

; (4)

Whereas TJCK represents the total citations of a particular
Journal K, TJSCK represents the total Journal Self-Citations
of a particular Journal K, SACJK is self-author’s citation in
journal K, and TJKP describes the total publication of a par-
ticular Journal K.

E. JOURNALS RANKING

Journal ranking is widely used in academic circles for the
evaluation of an academic journal’s impact and quality. In
finding the journal ranking, we only considered the journal
new impact factor (NIF) but also the reputation of other jour-
nals who cited the journal whose rank is to be calculated.
Alike existing techniques, we have also considered the num-
ber of citations while excluding self-journal citations.
The journal rank graph is calculated excluding self-journal
citation by Eq. 5, and the temporary ranks are identified by
page rank (PR) as eq. 6. Page rank considers the popularity
of the citing journal as well while calculating the journal
ranks. Final journal ranking is measured by multiplying NIF
with journal temporary rank by Eq. (7).

Journal Rank Graph ¼ JJCR� Exclude Loop On JJCRð Þ (5)

Temp Ranks ¼ Page Rank Journal Rank Graphð Þ (6)

Journal Ranks Ji; rank½ � ¼ NIFi � Temp Ranks Jið Þ; (7)

Where 1 < i < No: of Journals.
The proposed journal impact factor, journal ranking,

researcher ranking, reviewer selection and conflict avoidance
mechanism reflect the needs of the scholarly communities to
improve the quality of scholarly data as well as the journal.
It also guarantees the fair measuring mechanism of journal
ranking, impact factor, and researchers ranking, while remov-
ing all the flaws exists in the community.

VI. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Selection of right platform for big data analysis is a bit tricky.
We choose Apache Spark, because of its real-time analysis
enactment. Ubuntu version 16.04 is selected to host Spark.
To perform parallel processing, the Hadoop ecosystem is
used under the Spark plateform. Once all spark’s parameters

are correctly configured with Ubuntu, decision have to be
made for programming languages to interact with the
Hadoop. In our experimental setup, we use Core i5 process-
ors with 16 GB of RAM. Specific configuration is made to
tune Apache Spark for a better result. Apache Spark’s driver,
executor and core configuration can be modified besides its
default settings. For our experiment we assign 10 GB of
memory for Apache Spark’s driver and executor. Four cores
are assigned to spark for parallel execution of spark data
nodes on Ubuntu terminal. The parallel execution of the
graph is achieved through a cut vertex mechanism. Initially,
we check whether the graph has a cut vertex or not, if it has
then it can be separate.

B. DATASETS

As several scenarios are devised to find specific facts and fig-
ures, thus, multi-datasets are required to perform experiments,
analysis, and evaluation. First, AMinor [41] dataset named as
“CoAuthor” and Google Scholar [42] dataset are taken that
present author-coauthor relationship, scholar-citation relation-
ship, and paper-to-paper citations relationship. Second, other
useful datasets showing various scholarly relations from
AMinor are considered. These datasets are presented in
Table 1. In addition, for evaluation purpose, 260 MB citation
dataset is also used that is generated by Sugiyama and Kan
[43] for scholarly paper recommendation. The dataset covers
100,531 papers and 50 authors while storing IDs of papers,
citation information, and reference information about each
candidate papers from ACL Anthology Reference Corpus.
Thirdly, due to the importance of Scopus community, we have
also practiced a huge dataset of 26 GB (19 GBþ 07 GB)
named as Open Research Corpus datasets [44]. It contains all
the information including paper id, title, Abstract, keywords,
authors, citations (inCitations, outCitations), journal details
(name, volume, pages) of over 20 million published research
papers plus 7 million papers in Computer Science,

TABLE 1. Datasets

Dataset Name Nodes Edges and Description

Citation 1572277
papers

2084019 citation
relationships

Academic Social
Network

2,092,356
papers.

8,024,869 citation
relationships.

1,712,433
authors

4,258,615 coauthor
relationships

Topic-coauthor 640134 authors
of 8 topics

1554643 coauthor
relationships

Dynamic coauthor 1629217 authors 2623832 coauthor
relationships

Expert Finding 1781 experts 13 topics

Topic model results-
Arnetminer dataset

Top 1000000
papers and authors

200 topics

Coauthor 1560640
authors

4258946 coauthor
relationships

Disambiguation 110 authors Affiliations
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Neuroscience, and Biomedical fields. Finally, for the most
updated and real-time scholarly data, we have taken theMicro-
soft Academic Graph (MAG) [38] with 166,192,182 papers.
The dataset is updated weekly via Microsoft Cognitive
Services Academic Knowledge API by constructing the het-
erogeneous graph containing scientific publication records
and relationships among those publications, authors, institu-
tions, journals, and conferences.

C. SYSTEM EVALUATION

Table 2 shows the summary of spark implementation details
for two basic tasks, i.e., Journal ranking using PageRank and
Keyword searching using the greedy approach on Google
scholar and coauthor (AMiser) dataset. The Google scholar
dataset of size 43 MB has 82937 nodes and 148116 edges,
whereas coauthor dataset is little bigger of size 74 MB that
has 1560640 nodes and 4258946 edges. The table shows the
number of the parallel RDD division of the graph dataset.
The more RDD blocks, the more parallelism can be achieved.
Also, if either the action or the dataset is more complicated
then we need more RDDs. The table also summarizes the use
of memory for the dataset for the particular proposed algo-
rithm. Moreover, the overall algorithm is divided into multi-
ple jobs, which are further divided into multiple tasks and
stages to achieve the multilevel parallelism. The huge job
can be divided into small parallel processing jobs to increase
efficiency. Since the Coauthor is bigger than google scholar
dataset, it is using more RDDs, More task divisions into jobs

and stages, more memory usage, and more processing time.
Similarly, journal ranking is more complicated procedure
than the keyword searching, thus it has the same effects.
Furthermore, we are dealing with big scholarly data. Thus,

we evaluated our proposed system while considering its effi-
ciency. We considered the processing time with respect to
increase in number of nodes and number of edges. Figure 5
shows the processing time of NIF finding and journal ranking
corresponding to the number of nodes. Whereas Figure 6
shows the time spent on keywords searching and author
ranking corresponding to the increasing number of edges
with constant number of nodes i.e., 10K. In all of these cases,
with a very huge number of increase in edges and edges there
is a very little increase in the processing time. However, the
increase in processing time is more corresponding to the
number of nodes than a number of edges.
Almost results are observed with other algorithms as we

have seen in the cases of NIF finding, journal ranking, key-
word searching, and authors ranking. Figure 7 shows the
processing time (ms) consumed by the proposed system
while selecting expert review and identifying a conflict of
interest. You can see, with more than 50 thousand nodes, the

TABLE 2. Spark GraphX Implementation Details.

Datasets
Google Scholar
Dataset (43MB)

Coauthor
(74MB)

Actions
Journal
Ranking

Keyword
Searching

Journal
Ranking

Keyword
Searching

Total RDD blocks 45 7 62 30
Total Tasks 282 8 807 48
Stages 141 4 269 10
Jobs 36 2 68 10
Storage Memory (MB) 21.7 6.3 1400 952
Processing Time (sec) 49 3 636 43

FIGURE 5. Processing time of new impact factor finding mecha-

nism and journal ranking approach corresponding to increasing

in nodes.

FIGURE 6. Processing time of keyword searching procedure and

Authors ranking procedure corresponding to increasing in

edges.

FIGURE 7. Processing time of conflict of interest procedure and

reviewer selection procedure corresponding to increasing in

edges.
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processing time is quite lower, i.e., 1600 ms in case of con-
flict of interest and 2500 ms in the case of expert reviewer
selection. It is also obvious that conflict of interest takes very
less time than the reviewer selection procedure. This is
because of a short number of stages performed by conflict of
interest procedure. For conflict of interest identification, we
use efficient navigation/walking mechanism. Moreover, we
just need to traverse a very short portion of the whole graph
while detecting CoI. Thus, CoI takes very short time as com-
pared to expert reviewer selection. Also, in both cases, there
is very short increase in processing time with a very substan-
tial increase in both, the number of nodes and number of
edges, which is shown in Figure 8.
With these results, it is obvious that the proposed system is

quite efficient and meet the needs of the scholars’ community.
With our best knowledge, the proposed systemwith the unique
algorithms are novel and better than existing approaches.

VII. CONCLUSION

The proposed graph-based analysis mechanisms performed
well to make decisions for the defined four critical problems
that are raised by the research community. By analyzing the
graph, the proposed mechanism selects and recommends
suitable reviewers for a submitted research article based on
researchers’ expertise and their reputation in that certain field
while this mechanism successfully avoids the conflict of
interest. The journal ranking mechanism generates promising
results while computing new impact factor and relative rank-
ing by using a modified version of traditional page ranking
algorithm and excluding self-authors citations as well as self-
journal citations. Researchers ranking is also highlighted, as
it is important for various motives, which is calculated on the
basis of expert’s field, citation count, and a number of publi-
cations by avoiding all loopholes. We proposed an architec-
ture to process large graph generated by scholarly data on
web. The proposed architecture uses the parallel processing
mechanism of the Hadoop ecosystem over the real-time anal-
ysis tool, i.e., Apache Spark with GraphX that efficiently
processed the big graphs generated by a huge number of
scholarly related relationships.
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